Study Committee's Report Provides Insight into Space Allocation Recommendations

By Stephanie Raghule

The Space Study Committee recommended that the lounge currently used by the Kappa Sigma lounge in Davis residence hall be moved to the Campus Ministry Lounge in South Campus. The lounge is currently occupied by the Kappa Sigma Fraternity, but it is recommended that the lounge be moved to accommodate the Student Life Committee, the Student Union, and the Center for Student Involvement.

The report states: "The committee recommends that the lounge currently occupied by the Kappa Sigma lounge in Davis residence hall be moved to the Campus Ministry Lounge in South Campus. The lounge is currently occupied by the Kappa Sigma Fraternity, but it is recommended that the lounge be moved to accommodate the Student Life Committee, the Student Union, and the Center for Student Involvement."
Speaker Discusses Persistroka From Historical Perspective

By Ashley Reanda

Carolina Weekly, April 18, 1991

Sidney Mannes delivered a seminar of his book on Gorbachev and has similarities to the activities of Czar Alexander II.

According to Mannes, Mikhail Gorbachev is not the originator of the changes in the Soviet Union but the leader of a movement that has been building for the past two decades.

Mannes said Gorbachev's proposals are no different from those presented by his predecessors.

He said the only difference is that the proposals are more moderate and less radical.

Mannes said he is not sure if Gorbachev will be able to implement his proposals.

He said the only way to know is to watch and wait.

Mannes also said that Gorbachev's proposals are not a panacea for all the problems of the Soviet Union.

He said the most important thing is to watch and wait and see what happens.

Mannes said he is not sure if Gorbachev will be able to implement his proposals.

He said the only way to know is to watch and wait.

Mannes also said that Gorbachev's proposals are not a panacea for all the problems of the Soviet Union.
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Mannes also said that Gorbachev's proposals are not a panacea for all the problems of the Soviet Union.

He said the most important thing is to watch and wait and see what happens.

Mannes said he is not sure if Gorbachev will be able to implement his proposals.

He said the only way to know is to watch and wait.
CONGRATULATIONS GREEK WEEK CHAMPIONS!

Overall Winners:
1. Sigma Nu
2. Pi Kappa Alpha
3. Theta Chi
4. Alpha Delta Phi
5. Theta Chi
6. Sigma Nu
7. Alpha Delta Phi
8. Sigma Nu

Individual Events:

Blood Drive:
- Sigma Nu
- Pi Kappa Alpha
- Alpha Delta Phi

Olympics:
- Sigma Nu
- Pi Kappa Alpha
- Alpha Delta Phi

Quad 500:
- Sigma Nu
- Delta Sigma Phi
- Theta Chi

Greek Sing:
- Alpha Delta Phi
- Sigma Nu
- Delta Sigma Phi

Strings:
- Sigma Nu
- Theta Chi
- Delta Sigma Phi

Sophs:
- Pi Kappa Alpha
- Alpha Delta Phi
- Theta Chi

Tri-Delts:
- Sigma Nu
- Pi Kappa Alpha
- Alpha Delta Phi

IPC and ISC salute all organizations who participated in this year’s Greek Week.

Thanks for making Greek Week a success!
John Spencer, Ginnie Calhoun, Kathryn Ferraro
1990 Chairpeople

BRIEFLY

Crickette Receives ROTC Award
Wake Forest senior Shelley D. Crickette has been selected to receive the 1990 George C. Marshall Award. The award is given to an outstanding and potential for outstanding service to an Army officer in development. Crickette was among the Marshall ROTC National Honor Society

Law School Hire Associate Dean
Mary Pat has been appointed an academic associate dean of Wake Forest University School of Law, effective July 1. She has been a Wake Forest School of Law Professor since 1987. Previously at Marshall School of Law, she taught law privately and taught at the University of Wyoming College of Law.

Trial Team Achieves Recognition
The Wake Forest University School of Law National Trial Team has been ranked for the second year in the National Law Student Trial Team Rankings. In April 1990, the team placed third in the National Trial Team Competition held recently in Houston.

Doctor To Speak about Anxiety
The Council on Anxiety Disorders and the Wake Forest University School of Medicine will sponsor a lecture on 7:30 p.m. Thursday, April 19, in Wake Chapel. Dr. David V. Anthony, author of The Anxiety Disorder: Diagnosing and Treating Anxiety Disorders, will speak on anxiety disorders and the treatment of anxiety disorders.

Doctor's Play Fund-Raiser
Documentary film from North Carolina Baptist Hospital and Bowman Gray School of Medicine will play during dinner at the School of Medicine in a game of "scaling." For information, call 334-5266.

Run with the Big Dogs!
New products from Paddling Unlimited
954-3744
For Big Dog shorts, T-shirts and more
(come in and check out the Beyond Neona!)
Bowman Gray Professor Studies Effects of Drugs

THE NEW YORK TIMES

John M. Poindexter, a former national security adviser who was not directly involved in President Ronald Reagan's administration, in covering up the Watergate affair, is the highest-ranking White House official to face criminal charges in the Iran-Contra affair, which, according to research by Bowman Gray School of Medicine professor James E. Smith, has identified a couple of them in the brains of addicts who wish to no longer be dependent on the drugs.

Smith said that most drugs of abuse can induce a mania and other disorders. The circuits thus far associated with morphine are in the central nervous system of the American. A Challenge to Economic Theory (Dodd, Mead). 8 p.m. Lecture: David G.airman, University College (Olin Auditorium), admission.

Smith said that most drugs of abuse can induce a mania and other disorders. The circuits thus far associated with morphine are in the central nervous system of the American. A Challenge to Economic Theory (Dodd, Mead). 8 p.m. Lecture: David Gairman, University College (Olin Auditorium), admission.

Smith said that most drugs of abuse can induce a mania and other disorders. The circuits thus far associated with morphine are in the central nervous system of the American. A Challenge to Economic Theory (Dodd, Mead). 8 p.m. Lecture: David Gairman, University College (Olin Auditorium), admission.
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Smith said that most drugs of abuse can induce a mania and other disorders. The circuits thus far associated with morphine are in the central nervous system of the American. A Challenge to Economic Theory (Dodd, Mead). 8 p.m. Lecture: David Gairman, University College (Olin Auditorium), admission.

Smith said that most drugs of abuse can induce a mania and other disorders. The circuits thus far associated with morphine are in the central nervous system of the American. A Challenge to Economic Theory (Dodd, Mead). 8 p.m. Lecture: David Gairman, University College (Olin Auditorium), admission.

Smith said that most drugs of abuse can induce a mania and other disorders. The circuits thus far associated with morphine are in the central nervous system of the American. A Challenge to Economic Theory (Dodd, Mead). 8 p.m. Lecture: David Gairman, University College (Olin Auditorium), admission.

Smith said that most drugs of abuse can induce a mania and other disorders. The circuits thus far associated with morphine are in the central nervous system of the American. A Challenge to Economic Theory (Dodd, Mead). 8 p.m. Lecture: David Gairman, University College (Olin Auditorium), admission.

Smith said that most drugs of abuse can induce a mania and other disorders. The circuits thus far associated with morphine are in the central nervous system of the American. A Challenge to Economic Theory (Dodd, Mead). 8 p.m. Lecture: David Gairman, University College (Olin Auditorium), admission.
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Smith said that most drugs of abuse can induce a mania and other disorders. The circuits thus far associated with morphine are in the central nervous system of the American. A Challenge to Economic Theory (Dodd, Mead). 8 p.m. Lecture: David Gairman, University College (Olin Auditorium), admission.
**Movie Cameras Roll Across Winston-Salem**

**Mr. Destiny Scores a Hit at Ernie Shore Field**

By Kelly Greene

As the sun set on Devon Boulevard, the lights turned on at the field and the crowd increased. No sellouts were visible at Devon Stadium, however, movie fans headed to the adjacent Ernie Shore Baseball Stadium to watch Grope-Point Productions shoot scenes for Mr. Destiny, a film being made in Winston-Salem and in the Biltmore Estate in Asheville.

Movie sets are surprising and even incorporating Wake Forest, University's "Qian House," for a scene in Volunteering for Liberty. The lights blazed on the field and the crowd roared. They have also shot scenes in various buildings downtown and at home in the Ernie Shore area.

More than 1,200 people came to view filming at the baseball stadium last weekend before the cold weather hit. But Monday night, the only spectators allowed were the stadium's groundskeeper and the more than 130 members of the crew.

Mike Newsome, the field's director of operations, said Group-Point Productions asked the bankroll before Christmas, the movie's director liked it. Baseball fans should recognize the stadium in the movie, Newsome said.

"They felt a lot of this was," Newsome began to say, but director James Orr called him away to ask a technical question. David Beal, the 'spirits' director of athletics, said some of the equipment involved fell those signs.

This was a problem for the "Qian" billboard-maid, "Spring into the '97, "wealth of Resources-Sporting Goods," a General Manager. Overseas-operators will notice that the stadium has been renamed "Renaissance Field."

The stadium's neon green trim has been expanded to fit the film's red, white and blue color scheme.

The scenes are using the field's regular playing surface, but their uniforms (planted next in The Normal) are not made of normal athletic fabric. Real soil.

Several crew members wore Spirits' uniforms Monday night in honor of the major league's opening day. They joined in between shifts of the teams, swaying bats and taking turns between scenes.

"We've been preparing for the show - we've added props to scenes," said the director. "We're trying to get everything right in the scene." Said the director.

"For the most part, we're shooting on location, but we're also shooting in the studio," he said. "The director had already performed the scene four times (three times from a standing position and one time from a sitting position)."

A member of the crew freshens Delaney's makeup before shooting starts again. Another crew member brushes his hair (fourth from top).

The director calls for the 50th take, and a crew member snaps a chalkboard to call action (fifth from top).

Camera roll on an Alternates choice that follows the actor across the baseball field (sixth from top).

Fifteen-year-old Richie Delaney plays Burroughs in the role of Mr. Destiny, played by Michael Caine. The actor was recently in the role of a groundskeeper.

"I can swing in a single scene, the director had many instructions for this scene. "On action, I want you looking up, your turn and snap...."" he said.

Today the filming moves to Broyles, where the crew will shoot the bottom and the Renaissance fan scenes.

"When the baseball season begins," said the director, "I want the audience to feel the excitement of the game. The baseball fans will think they're in a film, but in reality we're shooting a very real-life story."

The camera rolls on a scene where Michael Caine, the actor playing Mr. Destiny, is seen throwing a pitch in the stadium.

"It's a great opportunity for us," the director said, "to have a chance to do a film in our hometown, because baseball is being filmed here. Whatever the crew was here to do is off the hook for the most part, they're really enjoying the game."

"The director had already performed the scene four times (three times from a standing position and one time from a sitting position)."

"It's a great opportunity for us," the director said, "to have a chance to do a film in our hometown, because baseball is being filmed here. Whatever the crew was here to do is off the hook for the most part, they're really enjoying the game."

"The director had already performed the scene four times (three times from a standing position and one time from a sitting position)."

"I can swing in a single scene, the director had many instructions for this scene. "On action, I want you looking up, your turn and snap...."" he said.

Today the filming moves to Broyles, where the crew will shoot the bottom and the Renaissance fan scenes.

"I want the audience to feel the excitement of the game. The baseball fans will think they're in a film, but in reality we're shooting a very real-life story."

The camera rolls on an Alternates choice that follows the actor across the baseball field (sixth from top).

Fifteen-year-old Richie Delaney plays Burroughs in the role of Mr. Destiny, played by Michael Caine. The actor was recently in the role of a groundskeeper.

"I can swing in a single scene, the director had many instructions for this scene. "On action, I want you looking up, your turn and snap...."" he said.

Today the filming moves to Broyles, where the crew will shoot the bottom and the Renaissance fan scenes. The director had already performed the scene four times (three times from a standing position and one time from a sitting position)."
Industry Foresight Could Solve U.S. Debts

Bill Horton

In the April Japanese government announcement that it would take measures to increase the availability of yen, the Japanese government stated that it would increase the amount of yen available for yen-denominated foreign investments. This announcement came as a result of the increasing influence of China and Japan in the international economy. The Japanese government's measure is aimed at reducing the country's large current account surplus, which has been a major cause of concern for many economists and policymakers. The measure could also help reduce the yen's value, which has been rising in recent months. The government's new policy is likely to have a significant impact on the global economy. It will also provide a welcome boost to the world economy, as it will help reduce the yen's value. The government's measure is likely to be welcomed by international investors, who will see it as a sign of the country's commitment to economic reform. The government's measure is also likely to be welcomed by the Japanese public, who will see it as a sign of the country's commitment to economic reform. The government's measure is likely to be welcomed by international investors, who will see it as a sign of the country's commitment to economic reform. The government's measure is also likely to be welcomed by the Japanese public, who will see it as a sign of the country's commitment to economic reform. The government's measure is likely to be welcomed by international investors, who will see it as a sign of the country's commitment to economic reform. The government's measure is also likely to be welcomed by the Japanese public, who will see it as a sign of the country's commitment to economic reform. The government's measure is likely to be welcomed by international investors, who will see it as a sign of the country's commitment to economic reform. The government's measure is also likely to be welcomed by the Japanese public, who will see it as a sign of the country's commitment to economic reform. The government's measure is likely to be welcomed by international investors, who will see it as a sign of the country's commitment to economic reform. The government's measure is also likely to be welcomed by the Japanese public, who will see it as a sign of the country's commitment to economic reform. The government's measure is likely to be welcomed by international investors, who will see it as a sign of the country's commitment to economic reform. The government's measure is also likely to be welcome...
Judicial Regime Still Flawed

Doug Chatham

The good news is that we students have realized what little power we have over Wake Forest's policies by realizing the proposed judicial reforms underestimate. Each of the students voting against the proposal probably did so out of his or her personal opinion, for example. I happen to be in favor of the Honor Council reforms. The election is the student's right against student interference.

The bad news is that our present judicial regime is terribly flawed and needs some sort of reform. We must try again to create a new, more efficient, open system that can accept all.

Thus, I would like to see more proposals on how to conduct our second attempt at judicial reform.

First, I propose that the Student Government form a new judicial reform committee to be composed of both faculty and students. The committee will consider the current judicial system and report to the student body on its findings. It will be an open process with the students reform package will be a template for a new system that will give more control to the student body. If the committee is headed by a student instead of Kenneth Cox, it will be more student-based. The report will be subject to student and international students, and will not reflect the power of the present system.

Second, I propose that the new committee is balanced between the various campus communities, including the Greek and independents, North and South Campus, and whatever other important divisions exist. This should help to support all these various groups.

However, an judicial officer should be allowed to exist to serve on this committee. The members of the student judiciary, having been accused in the old system, will need to be in charge and not be able to take a vote.

Third, the new proposal should be very clear and specific in its terms. Students should know exactly what actions are against university rules, when the judgment of Wake Forest is wrong, and how they can defend themselves against (false) charges of misconduct.

Finally, the new proposal should be very clear and specific in its terms. Students should know exactly what actions are against university rules, when the judgment of Wake Forest is wrong, and how they can defend themselves against (false) charges of misconduct.

I have just jotted down a couple of points from my notes. Even so, the point has to be made. Modern Writers Deserve Study

Larissa Teigen

There are hundreds of women who won the 1989 Pulitzer Prize for Poetry, but I bet no one mentions them. The study of contemporary literature seems to be a very popular topic in Wake Forest's English department. Not only is contemporary literature not taught in a couple of classes, but it is not required in all English majors. The result is that students are only able to come up with current reading, and it is one of the saddest things about our university.

Larissa Teigen is a senior English double major.

Excessive Consumers Are to Blame

Nick Cianciosi

The real villain here is our pro-capitalism inclination and our assume to consume. In addition, blame politicians and policies for this, regardless of how expedient and convenient it may be. No, the responsibility rests on the shoulders of each individual reading this.

Cianciosi is a junior business major.
Baseball Team Defeats Camels, Drops 2 to Cavs

By Jeff Bishko
The Daily Duke

Wake Forest had its chance to shine in the world of college baseball on Sunday afternoon as the Demon Deacons defeated the University of North Carolina-Greensboro (UNCG) in a 12-5 victory. The win improved Wake Forest's record to 21-15 on the season.

The game began with an early 2-run lead for Wake Forest, with all three runs coming in the first inning. The Demon Deacons took advantage of UNCG's errors and scored two runs on a bases-loaded walk and a wild pitch. Wake Forest continued its offensive surge in the second inning, scoring four runs on a single, a double, and a triple. The Demon Deacons added another run in the third inning on a two-out triple,扩大ing their lead to 7-0.

Despite UNCG's efforts, Wake Forest maintained its lead throughout the game. In the fourth inning, the Demon Deacons added two more runs on a bases-loaded walk and a double. Wake Forest scored three more runs in the fifth inning, taking a commanding 12-0 lead. The Demon Deacons added one more run in the sixth inning to seal the victory.

Wake Forest's offensive performance was led by senior catcher Max Schumann, who went 4-for-5 with a home run and three RBIs. Junior infielder Alex Tappan also had a strong game, going 3-for-5 with a home run and four RBIs. The Demon Deacons' pitching was also impressive, with senior pitcher Jacob Miller allowing only one earned run in six innings of work.

The Demon Deacons' victory over UNCG was a significant milestone in the team's season. With the win, Wake Forest improved its record to 21-15 and moved to the top of the ACC standings. The team will look to build on this momentum as it continues its conference schedule.
Tennis
From Page 8
McKown and Zawacki beat Mitchell and Hays 6-3, 6-1.

The Deacons lost 5-4 to Florida State in Friday's loss.

"All the girls played well, as the match was a close one. Unfortunately, we couldn't get over the hump," Zawacki said.

The Deacons beat Emory 9-0 on Saturday and lost 7-0 to Furman on Sunday.

Baseball
From Page 8
The Cavaliers opened the scoring in the bottom of the fourth inning as third baseman Matt Young hit a two-run home run. The Deacons scored again in the fifth as Virginia's catcher Kevin O'Sullivan doubled. The Deacons scored again in the seventh inning as Arizona's catcher Ken Knabla struck out, but allowed a run on a passed ball.

In the bottom of the seventh, the Cavaliers took over the lead on a single by Matt Young, scoring Virginia's catcher Kevin O'Sullivan.

The Cavaliers scored again in the eighth on a two-out single by Matt Young, scoring Virginia's catcher Kevin O'Sullivan.

The Cavaliers scored again in the ninth on a two-out single by Matt Young, scoring Virginia's catcher Kevin O'Sullivan.

The Cavaliers scored again in the tenth on a two-out single by Matt Young, scoring Virginia's catcher Kevin O'Sullivan.

The Cavaliers scored again in the eleventh on a two-out single by Matt Young, scoring Virginia's catcher Kevin O'Sullivan.

The Cavaliers scored again in the twelfth on a two-out single by Matt Young, scoring Virginia's catcher Kevin O'Sullivan.

The Cavaliers scored again in the thirteenth on a two-out single by Matt Young, scoring Virginia's catcher Kevin O'Sullivan.

The Cavaliers scored again in the fourteenth on a two-out single by Matt Young, scoring Virginia's catcher Kevin O'Sullivan.

The Cavaliers scored again in the fifteenth on a two-out single by Matt Young, scoring Virginia's catcher Kevin O'Sullivan.

The Cavaliers scored again in the sixteenth on a two-out single by Matt Young, scoring Virginia's catcher Kevin O'Sullivan.

The Cavaliers scored again in the seventeenth on a two-out single by Matt Young, scoring Virginia's catcher Kevin O'Sullivan.

The Cavaliers scored again in the eighteenth on a two-out single by Matt Young, scoring Virginia's catcher Kevin O'Sullivan.

The Cavaliers scored again in the nineteenth on a two-out single by Matt Young, scoring Virginia's catcher Kevin O'Sullivan.

The Cavaliers scored again in the twentieth on a two-out single by Matt Young, scoring Virginia's catcher Kevin O'Sullivan.

The Cavaliers scored again in the twenty-first on a two-out single by Matt Young, scoring Virginia's catcher Kevin O'Sullivan.

The Cavaliers scored again in the twenty-second on a two-out single by Matt Young, scoring Virginia's catcher Kevin O'Sullivan.

The Cavaliers scored again in the twenty-third on a two-out single by Matt Young, scoring Virginia's catcher Kevin O'Sullivan.

The Cavaliers scored again in the twenty-fourth on a two-out single by Matt Young, scoring Virginia's catcher Kevin O'Sullivan.

The Cavaliers scored again in the twenty-fifth on a two-out single by Matt Young, scoring Virginia's catcher Kevin O'Sullivan.

The Cavaliers scored again in the twenty-sixth on a two-out single by Matt Young, scoring Virginia's catcher Kevin O'Sullivan.

The Cavaliers scored again in the twenty-seventh on a two-out single by Matt Young, scoring Virginia's catcher Kevin O'Sullivan.

The Cavaliers scored again in the twenty-eighth on a two-out single by Matt Young, scoring Virginia's catcher Kevin O'Sullivan.

The Cavaliers scored again in the twenty-ninth on a two-out single by Matt Young, scoring Virginia's catcher Kevin O'Sullivan.

The Cavaliers scored again in the thirtieth on a two-out single by Matt Young, scoring Virginia's catcher Kevin O'Sullivan.

The Cavaliers scored again in the thirty-first on a two-out single by Matt Young, scoring Virginia's catcher Kevin O'Sullivan.

The Cavaliers scored again in the thirty-second on a two-out single by Matt Young, scoring Virginia's catcher Kevin O'Sullivan.

The Cavaliers scored again in the thirty-third on a two-out single by Matt Young, scoring Virginia's catcher Kevin O'Sullivan.

The Cavaliers scored again in the thirty-fourth on a two-out single by Matt Young, scoring Virginia's catcher Kevin O'Sullivan.

The Cavaliers scored again in the thirty-fifth on a two-out single by Matt Young, scoring Virginia's catcher Kevin O'Sullivan.

The Cavaliers scored again in the thirty-sixth on a two-out single by Matt Young, scoring Virginia's catcher Kevin O'Sullivan.

The Cavaliers scored again in the thirty-seventh on a two-out single by Matt Young, scoring Virginia's catcher Kevin O'Sullivan.

The Cavaliers scored again in the thirty-eighth on a two-out single by Matt Young, scoring Virginia's catcher Kevin O'Sullivan.

The Cavaliers scored again in the thirty-ninth on a two-out single by Matt Young, scoring Virginia's catcher Kevin O'Sullivan.

The Cavaliers scored again in the fortieth on a two-out single by Matt Young, scoring Virginia's catcher Kevin O'Sullivan.

The Cavaliers scored again in the forty-first on a two-out single by Matt Young, scoring Virginia's catcher Kevin O'Sullivan.

The Cavaliers scored again in the forty-second on a two-out single by Matt Young, scoring Virginia's catcher Kevin O'Sullivan.

The Cavaliers scored again in the forty-third on a two-out single by Matt Young, scoring Virginia's catcher Kevin O'Sullivan.

The Cavaliers scored again in the forty-fourth on a two-out single by Matt Young, scoring Virginia's catcher Kevin O'Sullivan.

The Cavaliers scored again in the forty-fifth on a two-out single by Matt Young, scoring Virginia's catcher Kevin O'Sullivan.

The Cavaliers scored again in the forty-sixth on a two-out single by Matt Young, scoring Virginia's catcher Kevin O'Sullivan.

The Cavaliers scored again in the forty-seventh on a two-out single by Matt Young, scoring Virginia's catcher Kevin O'Sullivan.

The Cavaliers scored again in the forty-eighth on a two-out single by Matt Young, scoring Virginia's catcher Kevin O'Sullivan.

The Cavaliers scored again in the forty-ninth on a two-out single by Matt Young, scoring Virginia's catcher Kevin O'Sullivan.

The Cavaliers scored again in the fiftieth on a two-out single by Matt Young, scoring Virginia's catcher Kevin O'Sullivan.

The Cavaliers scored again in the fiftieth on a two-out single by Matt Young, scoring Virginia's catcher Kevin O'Sullivan.

The Cavaliers scored again in the fiftieth on a two-out single by Matt Young, scoring Virginia's catcher Kevin O'Sullivan.

The Cavaliers scored again in the fiftieth on a two-out single by Matt Young, scoring Virginia's catcher Kevin O'Sullivan.
Golf

From Page 8

"We could have four finish in the top 10," D' Alessandro said. "There were many others in the upper 80s, but nobody really put it all together, but D' Alessandro made his mark.

D' Alessandro's best effort came in Senior Debbie Goslak's second round of the Tanglewood Invitational, where she shot a 75 to finish in 26th place.

Another freshman, Kristi Jordan, also turned in a score of 214, which earned her a place in the tournament.

A second-round 78 was fired by seniorowan of the Lady Mustang.

Junior Clyde Kodak made it to the Demon Deacon finishers, as she finished a total of 205 in the three-day event.

The team now awaits the results of the Lady Mustang Invitational, which will be held April 10-12 in Fargo, N.D.

The Woodridge Invitational paves the way for the Demon Deacon finishers, as she placed second in the Ladys Mustang Invitational.

Parents and friends of graduating students are invited to stay at Graylyn during Commencement Weekend. Reservations for the nights of Saturday and Sunday, May 19 and 20, 1990, are being accepted. Special University rates for both nights are $100 per double occupancy, $600 for double occupancy.

For information call Friday at 7:00 a.m. and 7:00 p.m. or Saturday at 8:30 a.m. and 8:30 p.m.

THE SMARTEST TOW:GE
S
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ROADWAY PACKAGE SYSTEM, INC.

PREFERRED PROVIDER OF THE ROADWAY PACKAGE SYSTEM, INC.

ROADWAY PACKAGE SYSTEM, INC.

PART-TIME POSITIONS

Roadway Package System, Inc. invites you to assist us in the small package delivery market. We utilize state-of-the-art technology to ensure our customers satisfaction.

We have the following positions available:

Packaging and Loading: Responsibilities include: loading, unloading and inspecting packages through this system and assigned delivery vehicles. Must be present at 8:00 A.M.

CLERKS: Responsibilities range from data entry to miscellaneous clerical duties associated with the handling of packages through our system. Must be present at 8:00 A.M.

SHIFTS: Mon.-Fri. 7:45 a.m. - 9:30 a.m.

SALES: $7.50/hr. $7.00/hr.

Plus $1.00/hr, tuition assistance after 30 days for ALL SHIFTS

ROADWAY PACKAGE SYSTEM, INC.

CONTACT: 1-800-825-3380

An Equal Opportunity/Alternative Action Employer
Sajak's Guest Host Causes Stir

It was the host's round of mad talk show hosts from Limbaugh to White to the Mort Sahl of this generation. People look at me as a preppy, says Mort Sahl, "as if I have never been in a bar before." But that's not the case. Sahl, the host of the "Mort Sahl Tonight" radio program, is a regular at bars and clubs around the country. He says he enjoys the atmosphere and the energy of the live audience. The program is syndicated on the EIB network and is heard locally on KXLO in San Diego. The show features a talk segment, a comedy routine, and a musical performance. The host is known for his political views and his ability to engage in any Morton Downeyisms with the audience. For the next forty-five minutes, it's all about the host. Limbaugh also had numerous guests on the show, including a lead violin and the three-stringed instruments. The musical folklore of Romania is characterized by the "Danse l'Alma", performed by the famed "Barry Glass". The program ended with a lively second piece, which was followed by an introduction and welcome by the host, Barry Glass. The show ended with a special note - the restaurant, as of right now, does not accept any reservations. But in between all of this waiting was an appetizing meal. Two people in our group had the Mexican entree you would expect and many you would never think of. Finally, a decent Mexican restaurant with reasonable prices located close to campus has arrived in Winston-Salem.
**COMING ATTRACTIONS**

**Arts**

**Concerts**
Jazz Ensemble 5 p.m., April 21, Arts Council Theatre. SPEx and the Box-Rhodes Trio will perform in the front courtyard of the Arts Center. Information: 722-5255. 10 advances, 10 at the door. Holiday Instrumental Group 8 p.m., April 19, Brookside Social Hall. Free.

**Miscellaneous**
Anxiety Study Exhibits: Exhibits through Sept. 15, Museum of Astronomy. "Through the Looking Glass: The Cartesian View of Astronomy." Opening Hour: 1 p.m., Thurs., 7:30 p.m., Fri., and 4:30 p.m., Sat. (Free admission.)

**Theater**

**Movies**

**Play Promotes Bond of Love, Not Law**

One Good and Brief Shelf Report
Two young fixture actresses seek to save an avenue in the Water Forms University Theatre production of George Farquhar's, "The Beaux' Stratagem." Snare an heiress in the Wake Forest University Theatre production of George Farquhar's, "The Beaux' Stratagem." Lichfield, and pose as master and gem, "The Beaux' Stratagem." Written long before liberal divorce, "The Beaux' Stratagem" was one of the most famous plays of the 18th century British theater. "The Beaux' Stratagem" was one of the most famous plays of the 18th century British theater. "The Beaux' Stratagem." Written long before liberal divorce, and "The Beaux' Stratagem." Written long before liberal divorce, and "The Beaux' Stratagem." Written long before liberal divorce.

**Hecklers**
From Page 11
The most prominent among those who didn't "KELLY" simply usher the hecklers out of the studio? Perhaps several options..."KELLY" simply usher the hecklers out of the studio? Perhaps several options..."KELLY" simply usher the hecklers out of the studio? Perhaps several options...

"I'M A COLLEGE STUDENT. AND WORKING FOR KELLY HAS HELPED ME UNDERSTAND THE BUSINESS WORLD."
Waters
From Page 11
quickly.
John Waters is indeed a talented filmmaker and humorist, and I once
enjoyed seeing any of his films, in
cluding his 1962 short feature "Pink Flamingos," which
included a woman with a single normal
pudendum. However, his attempt
to make the film that will probably bring
him even more wide-spread fame and
praise as he often claims is a target with
several barriers.
For a real look at the inspired
cooking of which this director is
capable, burn down a copy of Paul
Prudhomme's famous book within
reach of the stove. The stock value of
a $300-$500 infrared oven and a ordered payment card* Call today for an appointment,
exclusions in this is something I will
never forget.

Lambert's
Haidstysts, Inc.
Wak Forest
students get
10% discount!
THROWAY CENTER
723-0791

HELP TEAM WAKE FOREST
FIGHT BIRTH DEFECTS
Walk!
On your mark!
Get set!
Wednesday, April 18
All envelopes/ money
colleced. Reynolds
d Hall, Room 309
Go!!
Saturday, April 28
8 a.m. - Meet at Cor-
pening Plaza.
Free Wake Forest
T-shirt
9 a.m. WALK!
TEAM WAKE FOREST NEEDS YOU!
To Sign Up, Call:
Jan Jordan ............ 759-6455
William Pleasant ...... 759-6494
Scott Smith ............ 759-4953
Mary M. Tuton ........... 759-6275
Harriet Shippenson ...... 759-1299
Patty Scholly ............. 759-1299
The organization recruiting the most walkers will
win dinner at President Heart's Home!

Journey's End
Journey's End, is enjoyed by
audiences around the world.
Canada and the United States
were the first two countries in the program.
The shoes and brooms were used in
the quick, quiet scenes among
Mr. Queequeg's huts in Moby
Duck. The piano was introduced
for the first time in the evening.
The Caujays of Southeast Louisi-
ana danced to "Pink Flamingos." The audi-
ence's clipping added to the
pounding dancer's joy.
The last piece of the program
found on a platform. The dance
and props filled the audience's
imagination. This year, the pro-
gram was very "funny" even. The
scene with the audience on top
around the world in 3 1/2 hours.

AMAN
From Page 11
jewelry favorite, is enhanced by
beads made by the women.
Canada and the United States
were the first two countries in the program.
The shoes and brooms were used in
the quick, quiet scenes among
Mr. Queequeg's huts in Moby
Duck. The piano was introduced
for the first time in the evening.
The Caujays of Southeast Louisi-
a were danced to "Pink Flamingos." The audi-
ence's clipping added to the
pounding dancer's joy.
The last piece of the program
found on a platform. The dance
and props filled the audience's
imagination. This year, the pro-
gram was very "funny" even. The
scene with the audience on top
around the world in 3 1/2 hours.
How're you going to do it?

Even in an untidy room, you can turn out some neat work on an IBM Personal System/2. With its preloaded software, IBM Mouse and color display, it's easy to learn and fun to use. Turn it on and it's ready to go. No time wasted installing programs. Polish off a pile of unfinished reports, papers and other assignments in short order. And add some impressive graphics for the finishing touch.

You're entitled to a special student price and you can pay it out in attractive installments with the PS/2 Loan for Learning! Get more work done in less time and you may even have enough time to clean your room.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>IBM PS/2 Model 30 286</th>
<th>IBM PS/2 Model 50 Z</th>
<th>PS/2 Model 55 SX</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4Mb memory</td>
<td>16Mb memory</td>
<td>20Mb memory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80286 (25 MHz) processor</td>
<td>80386 (33 MHz) processor</td>
<td>80386 (33 MHz) processor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20Mb fixed disk drive</td>
<td>50Mb fixed disk drive</td>
<td>50Mb fixed disk drive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>One 3.5-inch diskette drive (1.44MB)</td>
<td>One 3.5-inch diskette drive (1.44MB)</td>
<td>One 3.5-inch diskette drive (1.44MB)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Only $1467</td>
<td>Only $1737</td>
<td>Only $2337</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**PS/2 it!**

For More Information Contact:
Brian Brach
John Brewer
IBM Collegiate Representatives
IBM Phone Number: 721-4359

*This offer is available only to qualified students, faculty and staff who purchase IBM PS/2s through participating campus outlets. Orders are subject to availability. Prices are subject to change and IBM may withdraw the offer at any time without written notice.

®IBM, Personal System/2, and PS/2 are registered trademarks of International Business Machines Corporation.

®IBM Corporation 1990.